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ABSTRACT
Axial flux hysteresis motor (AFHM) is self-starting synchronous motor that uses the hysteresis characteristics of magnetic materials. It is known that the magnetic characteristics of hysteresis motor could be easily affected by air gap and
structure dimensions variation. Air gap length plays an important role in flux distribution in hysteresis ring and influences the output torque, terminal current, efficiency and even optimal value of other structural parameters of AFHM.
Regarding this issue, in this study effect of air gap variation on performance characteristics of an axial flux hysteresis
motor and effect of air gap length on hysteresis ring thickness and stator winding turns is investigated. Effect of air gap
length on electrical circuit model is perused. Finally, simulation of AFHM in order to extract the output values of motor
and sensitivity analysis on air gap variation is done using 3D-Finite Element Model. Hysteresis loop in the shape of an
inclined ellipse is adopted. This study can help designers in design approach of such motors.
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1. Introduction
The main features of hysteresis motor are Simple construction with conventional three phase stator windings,
solid rotor ring and constant self-starting torque during
the run-up and synchronization period [1]. These advantages make the hysteresis motor especially suitable for
applications, such as compressors, pumps, timing and
recording equipment [2]. Hysteresis motors use the hysteresis characteristics of magnetic materials. It is known
the magnetic characteristics of the motor could be easily
affected by air gap length and structure dimensions variations [3-5]. Regarding this issue, in this study effect of
air gap variation on performance characteristics and optimal hysteresis ring thickness and stator coil turns of
axial flux hysteresis motors is investigated. Effect of airgap length on electrical circuit model is perused. Meanwhile, the finite element method (FEM) is implemented
for accurate simulation. Such simulation is based upon
Maxwell’s field equations considering the case of a
circumferential flux type machine at synchronous speed.
A hysteresis loop in the shape of inclined ellipse is
adopted. Also, the application of complex permeability
concept is implemented in order to model the hysteresis
loop. In this study a 3D finite element model is implemented in order to simulate AFHM. This 3D model has
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

high level of accuracy and gives us a better insight of
motor performance. All in all, the objective of this paper
is to derive the performance characteristics of axial flux
hysteresis motor and to perform sensitivity analysis of
such motors at synchronous speed based on 3D FEM.
Also, this model can be used in the design approach and
precise analysis of axial flux hysteresis motors.

2. Structure and Winding Configuration
This type of motors do not have slot on their rotors and
the rotor structure is quite simple. Hysteresis ring is
made up of semi hard magnetic materials that can conduct flux line circumferentially. The schematic structure
diagram of a two pole axial flux hysteresis motor without
ring holder is shown in Figure 1. As seen in diagram, the
upper surface of the stator has tooth and slots. This stator
has a unique three-phase winding that lead to small resistance and the rotor of such motors is generally designed as a disc type motor. The rotor is made up of two
parts. Firstly, hysteresis ring which is the basic element
for the torque providing that is made of semi hard magnetic material. Secondly, the hysteresis ring holder;
which almost is made of the nonmagnetic material such
as aluminum and its alloys. This part of motor does not
have any effect on steady state operation mode of motor
and only is a copulative between the rotor and the motor
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shaft. These parts of motor are shown separately in Figure 2.
The winding diagram and terminal connection mode of
the 2-pole stator windings is shown in Figure 3.

3. Air Gap Effect on Electrical Circuit
Figure 4 shows the equivalent electrical circuit of axial
flux hysteresis motor [4].
It is proved that air gap length has effect on stator leakage reactance and magnetizing reactance. Equations that
show the effect of air-gap on those terms are as bellow
[4]:
1-Stator leakage reactance is component of three
terms:
X s  X slot  X belt  X end

Figure 1. The schematic structure diagram of an axial flux
hysteresis motor without ring holder
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(1)

where Xslot is the slot reactance, and Xend is the ending
reactance.
X belt is the belt or differential leakage reactance and
its value can be determined by the following equation
and an iterative method [4]:
X belt  0.4646 K b mK m K x  10 9

(2)

In order to specify X belt , firstly the values of Km coefficients should be calculated [4].
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where, Ag is the air gap area of one pole and g e is the
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Figure 2. Different parts of axial flux hysteresis motor. (1)
Holder; (2) Hysteresis ring; (3) Stator and winding

effective air gap length.
2-Magnetizing reactance [4]:
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In this equation Lg is air gap inductance that depends on effective air gap length [4].
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So, variation of air gap length has effect on two terms
of equivalent electrical circuit and this effect can influence output characteristics of motor. In next parts, the
simulation approach of AFHM is presented in order to
investigate the air-gap variation effect.
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Figure 3. (a) Winding diagram; (b) Stator terminal connection of 2-pole hysteresis motor
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 4. Equivalent electrical circuit of three phase axial
flux hysteresis motor
JEMAA
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4. Hysteresis Loop Approximation
In this study, a complex permeability is used to predict
the hysteresis loop in the inclined ellipse shape. There is
some papers that deal with complex permeability and its
theory [6-8]. The complex permeability is a useful tool
for dealing with magnetic effect. In this study, a complex
permeability is used to predict the hysteresis loop in the
inclined ellipse. Shape Figure 5 helps us to exploit the
real and imaginary parts of complex permeability (  r'
and r'' ) as a function of Hmax, HC and Bmax [9].
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2
where, p is number of pole pairs, Vr is the hysteresis ring
volume and Eh is the area of hysteresis loop.
It is seen that that this procedure is so effective and
hysteresis loop modeling with complex permeability has
close agreement with real motor tests.
T

where γ is hysteresis lag angle between flux density and
magnetic field intensity, r is the relative permeability,
 r' and  r'' are the real and imaginary part of complex
permeability.
As known, for a hysteresis material there is different
hysteresis loop. In order to choose an accurate loop regarding to magnetic circuit that hysteresis material is in,
an iteration method is used that is illustrated with a flow
chart in Figure 6. In the first iteration, a random hysteresis ring is selected. So, all the hysteresis ring elements
have the arbitrary permeability. From the FEA, the
maximum flux density for the circumferential direction
in the hysteresis ring region can be obtained. Now, the
maximum flux density obtained from FEA is checked
with previous value and this procedure continues until
the convergence criterion is satisfied. If the analysis is
completed, torque of motor can be evaluated. It is so important to select an accurate hysteresis loop since the
output torque of the motor is proportional to the area of
hysteresis loop [10,11] regarding Equation (5).

Figure 6. Flow chart for accurate hysteresis selection

5. FEM Model
As mentioned before, a 3D finite element model is implemented in order to simulate of proposed motor [12].
This 3D model has high level of accuracy and gives us a
better insight of motor performance. Finite element method is based on Maxwell’s equations. The electromagnetic field inside the machine is given by:

curlE   B

curlH  J  D

divB  0

divD  

Figure 5. Inclined hysteresis loop approximation
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In order to have high level of accuracy the automatic
mash diagram is not used and a mesh diagram is designed manually. In this simulation node congestion is
higher around the air gap and hysteresis ring. Hexagonal
element in stator and trigonal prism element is used in
rotor in order to constitute the mesh diagram. The total
number of nodes is about 130000 that lead to high level
of accuracy. Meanwhile, for boundary conditions, the
homogenous Dirichlet condition is adopted on the infiJEMAA
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nite box that encompasses the motor.
This simulation is based on circuit coupled model that
the phase voltage is the input quantity. Figure 7 shows
the circuit coupled model that is used in this study. In
this model for each phase two coil winding is considered.
One of this coils send the current in motor and another
returns current from midpoint of winding in star connection. Coil winding connection in each phase is exactly as
the same that is illustrated in Figure 3(b). Meanwhile, in
this model voltage source is assumed as the input source.

6. Simulation Results and Discussion
Based on the above respects, finite element simulation
for the axial flux hysteresis motor has been done. The
simulation research has been made for a 2 poles prototype AFHM. The parameter of the prototype axial flux
hysteresis motor and the output quantities of motor for 2
mm air gap is given in Table 1.
It must be noted that half of the motor is analyzed because of the magnetic symmetry of the motor. As seen in
Figure 8 nodes congestion becomes higher near the air
gap and hysteresis ring in order to accurate simulation.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of flux in motor.
As said before, flux lines are circumferentially through
the hysteresis ring.

Figure 8. Mesh congestion is higher near air gap and hysteresis ring

Figure 9. Distribution of the circumferential flux

Figure 7. Circuit coupled model used in simulation
Table 1. Motor characteristics
Quantity

Value

Rated power(hp)

0.27

voltage(V)

150

Rated phase
current(A)

3.2

Frequency(Hz)

300

Phase connection

Y

Pole pairs

1

Air gap length(mm)
rotor outer
diameter(mm)
Thickness of
rotor ring(mm)

2
112
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Quantity
Outer diameter of
stator(mm)
Inner diameter of
stator(mm)
Stator stack
height(mm)
Stator Tooth
height(mm)
Number of slots
Number of turns
per coil
Fill factor
Phase resistance
at 300Hz(Ω)
Br(T)

Value
108
75
14
10
36
35
0.48
2
0.48

Figure 10. Isovalues diagram of flux density of axial flux
hysteresis motor

Figure 10 shows the isovalues diagram of flux density
in motor.
Since now based on FEM model the simulation of
motor for real dimensions is done and the output characteristics of motor is extracted. Now by change the air gap
from 0.6 mm to 4 mm the variation of output quantities is
JEMAA
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investigated.
Figure 11 demonstrates variations of the input current
of the machine versus air gap length of motor.
From Equations (3) and (5) it is obvious that air gap
reduction leads to higher value of X belt and X M . So,
impedance has increased and input current has a less
value.
The maximum flux density in rotor ring for various air
gap is illustrated in Figure 12.
Figure 13 demonstrates variations of the torque of the
machine versus air gap length of motor.
As the air gap length reduced, distribution of flux density in air gap has higher value and this effect leads to
higher flux density in hysteresis ring. So, the output
torque increases.
Figure 14 demonstrates variations of the power factor
of the machine versus air gap length of motor.
From this diagram it is found that the relative of real
part of impedance to imaginary part is increased by lower
air gap length. The magnetizing current is decreased by
lower values of airgap and so the imaginary part of current is decreased, too.
Figure 15 demonstrates variations of efficiency of the
machine versus air gap length of motor.

Figure 11. Terminal current variation versus air gap length

Figure 12. Maximum flux density in rotor versus air gap length

Figure 13. Output torque variation versus air gap length
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By reduce in air gap length input power is reduced by
lower level of input current and the output torque is increased, so it is obvious that the efficiency will be increased.
Figure 16 demonstrates variations of the hysteresis
ring thickness versus air gap length of motor under constant load.
According to Figure 12 it can be extracted that the
lower air gap length lead to higher maximum flux density
on hysteresis ring and higher flux density lead to bigger
hysteresis loop. So area of hysteresis loop increases with
lower air gap length. Meantime, Equation (10) shows for
constant load torque the bigger hysteresis loop area lead
to smaller hysteresis ring volume. Thus, when the air gap
length is decreased, the thickness of hysteresis ring is
decreased, too. Though, simulation shows that for air
gaps bigger than 3.2 mm, thicker hysteresis ring cannot
produce base torque and the hysteresis ring is in saturated
zone.
Figure 17 demonstrates variations of the stator winding
turns versus air gap length of motor under constant load.
According to Figure 11 it can be extracted that the
lower air gap length lead to lower terminal current and
lower terminal current lead to lower ampere-turn. So, for

Figure 14. Power factor variation versus air gap length

Figure 15. Efficiency variation versus air gap length

Figure 16. Hysteresis ring thickness versus air gap length
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Figure 17. Stator winding turns versus air gap length

constant load number of stator turns must be increased to
produce same ampere-turns.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, for an accurate analysis of the hysteresis
motor and to perform the sensitivity analysis for axial
flux hysteresis motor a finite element analysis model is
used. A hysteresis loop in an inclined ellipse shape is
adopted to approximate the hysteresis loop. Therefore,
the method can consider the rotational hysteresis effects
which the scalar hysteresis model cannot deal with. The
simulation based on real dimensions of a typical motor is
done. Effect of air gap variation on output quantities of
such motors, and optimal thickness of hysteresis ring and
stator winding turns under constant load is investigated.
Furthermore all simulation results show that smaller air
gap (g) how much increases machine efficiency, Power
factor, maximum flux density, torque and stator winding
turns and reduces the terminal current and hysteresis ring
thickness for constant load. So by considering the mechanical constrains, the air gap is assumed minimum
possible value.
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